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REVIEW RETURNED 06-Oct-2012 

 

THE STUDY The last question is not applicable  
 
My only substantive criticism of this work is that the authors do not 
provide a description of the population that they serve. They imply in 
discussion that the findings might be generalisable to the UK. 
However, the area that their renal unit serves is known to be 
disproportionately underprivileged with respect to housing density 
and quality, and has a higher proportion of first generation 
immigrants from Bangladesh and Pakistan than most other areas of 
the UK. These facts do not detract from the study itself, but do limit 
its generalisability. So in my opinion the paper would be improved by 
a succinct description of the catchment area served by the unit, and 
a comparison with other parts of the UK. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The same point about generalisability that I made in the previous 
section applies to the conclusions. 

GENERAL COMMENTS p2 line 17 - 'accessed' should read 'assessed'  
p7 line 8 - the environmental advantages of home HD depend 
critically on the frequency of treatment. Since many of the clinical 
advantages of home HD may be due to frequent treatment (e.g. 
daily or 6 times/week), the carbon footprint of the consumables may 
outweigh the carbon saved by not travelling. See Connor et al 
Hemodialysis International 2011.  
p7 line 18 - hyperphosphataemia is spelt wrong, and in the next line, 
substances is spelt wrong.  
p 13 Table 1 - for an international readership, 'Asian' is a term that 
could be misinterpreted - US readers use the same term for people 
of Japanese origin.  
p8 line 4.   

 

REVIEWER Donal O'Donoghue  
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Consultant Renal Physician SRFT , Hon Professor of Renal 
Medicine Manchester University and National Director for Kidney 
Care England .  
As National Director i am responsible for promoting choice and 
improving outcomes in kidney disease 

REVIEW RETURNED 06-Nov-2012 

 

THE STUDY This is an important prospective audit that examines the place of 
residence barriers to home dialysis in a young inner city London 
population and it identifies environmental issues as a major concern 
. The population is not representive of the UK - the age of the cohort 
is a decade younger than the average age at starting RRT in UK , 
BME ethnicity is high and the exclusion rate by medical staff for 
home dialysis - 60% of such a young population is high . I would 
therefore wonder about the generalisability of the findings .  
It would be helpful to the general reader if the details of the decent 
homes standard and the HHSRS as well as the unit protocols for 
suitability were available as additional documents . Ditto the audit 
proforma - were all home visited ? did no patients get preemptive 
transplant in this 3 year time period ? 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The approach and results are of interest but should not be 
interpreted as representive of barriers in the UK without further 
information and details from other sites where the population and 
culture are likely to be different . Culture has been shown to be a 
major determinant of HHD and PD uptake as the authors refer to in 
describing the large unwarranted variantion .  
The general author would be interesetd in the applicability of the 
methods to their own practice - eg does the HHSRS need any 
training for reproducable results . How do the decent homes , 
HHSRS and local protocols relate to the national association 
guidelines . The grading system for suitability ( eg barely suitable for 
PD ) and the weighting given to upper floors in HHD would be of 
interest .  
A high proportion of homes that met the HHSRS requirement ( only 
33% acheived thsi standard ) were found suitable for PD - 29/33 but 
only 1 was suitable for HHD - was that water pressure ? or the 
space requirements the renal unit protocol required ? or some other 
reasons 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have a few additional minor points  
1 NICE 2002 suggested up to , it didnt set a target  
2 Much of the environmental impact of Dx is from the consumables 
and water , transport much less than one might intuitively think  
3 the demongraphy of people accepted onto RRT should be 
acknowlegded as a factor in the change from 1983 to 2009  
4 Renal unit culture should be acknowledged as a factor in dialysis 
modality patterns  
5 a critic of the environmental standards set by international and 
national bodies for HHD and PD would be really helpful  
6 could table 2 and the comments "up to 4 " in the results be 
reviewed - i found it difficult to follow  
7 the statement that DH emphais on self management hasnt 
extended to RRT ( i think the authors mean Dx here ) doesnt accord 
with the fact that HHD won THE first NHS innovaton prize in 2010 .  
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Dr Tomson  

 

Description of study cohort and unit catchment area – page 5, paragraph 1  

 

Environmental advantages and carbon footprint – page 7, line 24  

 

Spelling errors corrected  

 

„Asian‟ changed to „Indo-asian‟  

 

Prof O‟Donoghue  

 

HHSRS and DHS documents attached  

 

Audit proforma – the original HHSRS document was simply used to generate a report of suitability  

 

Pre-emptive transplants – page 5, line 3  

 

Details regarding the use of HHSRS, grading system for PD and elevation of the property with respect 

to HHD – page 5, paragraphs 1 and 2  

 

Proportion of homes suitable for PD versus HHD was based on the space requirements for HHD  

Statement re NICE 2002 altered  

 

Environmental impact addressed – page 7, line 24  

 

Changing demography of patients accepted to RRT – page 4, paragraph 4  

 

Renal unit culture re dialysis modality – page 4, paragraph 4  

 

Comments re table 2 reworded – page 6, paragraph 3  

 

Statement regarding self management not extending to dialysis has been removed – page 7 

 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Donal O'Donoghue  
Consultant Renal Physician SRFT , Hon Professor of Renal 
Medicine Manchester University and National Director for Kidney 
Care England .  
As National Director i am responsible for promoting choice and 
improving outcomes in kidney disease 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Dec-2012 

 

THE STUDY The methods are well described but terms such as ideally , flexible 
and barely are to be used they should be defined .  
 
In the strenghts section of the abstract the limitation of a single 
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centre study with different local demography compared to the rest of 
UK should be acknowledged  
 
The comment "steady decline " isnt really compatible with a recent 
increase in the recent past - if one put the increase in % terms it 
would look big .  
 
The authors are generous ( some may even think lavish ) in their 
praise of the "user - friendly " HHSRS and DHS documents . I 
presume the prospective audit proforma distilled these lenghtly 
documnets into a check list - perhaps that could be provided as 
aweb appendix . 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS It would be helpful if the authors gave details of the reasons ( over 
and above the HMG basic requirements ) why homes were 
unsuitable ie space for storage , extra room requirement or water 
characteristics .  
 
A more detailed discussion of the unit criteria used - their basis , 
comparability to other units , potential fro relaxation / work around ( 
eg the dialysis on a tray solution is warrented . 

GENERAL COMMENTS Great paper . I would recommend a paragraph in the discussion on 
the dearth of details re environmental requirements in guidelines on 
home dialysis .  
The UK goverment doesnt have specific targets for HHD ( even in 
England ) perhaps "desire for more " would be more accurate ?   

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

1) The title on the submission system and the title on the manuscript document don't quite match. I'd 

suggest using a question mark after disease and before 'A cohort study'.  

-We have altered the title accordingly  

 

2) The methods are well described but terms such as ideally , flexible and barely are to be used they 

should be defined.  

-The word ideally was removed, the term flexible was substituted for the word lesser and for barely we 

qualified this with the additional comments „that treatment did still proceed.‟  

 

3) In the strengths section of the abstract the limitation of a single centre study with different local 

demography compared to the rest of UK should be acknowledged  

-We have acknowledged this in the strengths section  

 

4) The comment "steady decline " isn‟t really compatible with a recent increase in the recent past - if 

one put the increase in % terms it would look big.  

-We have altered the sentence so that it now reads “In reality what was seen, until relatively recently, 

was a steady decline in home haemodialysis treatment”  

 

5)The authors are generous ( some may even think lavish ) in their praise of the "user - friendly " 

HHSRS and DHS documents . I presume the prospective audit proforma distilled these lengthy 

documents into a check list - perhaps that could be provided as a web appendix.  

-We have included our HHSRS home visit checklist document (see supplemental file).  

 

 

6) It would be helpful if the authors gave details of the reasons ( over and above the HMG basic 

requirements ) why homes were unsuitable ie space for storage , extra room requirement or water 

characteristics .  
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-We have discussed specific reasons for homes being unsuitable in a new paragraph in the results 

section:  

“The reason for homes being unsuitable related entirely to spatial and health and safety concerns . 

Our experience is that although many families will accept compromises to their quality of life and 

lifestyles to facilitate the spatial demands of home RRT, these can seriously impact those particularly 

in overcrowded or poor quality accommodation, and can substantially increase the potential for 

accident and injury. Hence our 'barely suitable' category. We strive for the best for our patients and 

their families and aim to ensure that their safety is not compromised by the home dialysis process. 

However during the period of the study we had one 5 year child who sustained serious head injuries 

when a large stack of PD boxes collapsed upon him, and various cases of sequential joist failure 

resulting in floor collapse due to floor loadings being exceeded due to the weight of PD storage. Just 

one home visit resulted in a patient being considered for and commencing home haemodialysis.”  

 

7) A more detailed discussion of the unit criteria used - their basis , comparability to other units , 

potential fro relaxation / work around (eg the dialysis on a tray solution is warranted .  

 

-We have discussed these ideas in a new paragraph in the discussion:  

“The criteria used in the current study to assess suitability of houses for home based RRT could be 

viewed by some as too rigid. However, despite using the definitions of the evaluation tools with 

flexibility and common sense, many houses still failed on the bare minimum criteria of decent living 

standards. In fact, there is little in the way of national or international guidelines regarding the exact 

environmental standards necessary for home based dialysis. Neither is there set national 

methodology with regards housing assessment for RRT, who this is done by, or if it needs to be done 

at all. Some units do not assess any homes whereas some assess some homes upon their own local 

criteria. Perhaps development of national documents and standards would more clearly define the 

necessary requirements and the process of assessing homes, thus facilitating the commencement of 

home base therapy, or indeed aid in the process of re-housing in appropriate circumstances. “  

 

8) I would recommend a paragraph in the discussion on the dearth of details re environmental 

requirements in guidelines on home dialysis.  

-This is also touched upon in the additional paragraph above.  

 

 

9)The UK goverment doesnt have specific targets for HHD ( even in England ) perhaps "desire for 

more " would be more accurate ?  

-We have changed the sentence accordingly. 
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